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Mkdev says he will upload something in about 30 minutes or less. â€œBoss, what the hell is that after all! A flare from a broken telescope that Clarke and Johnson had already fixed hit Mkdev's installations. Rogan and Varrois quickly deorbited to avoid the explosion. The Mkdva module did not actually explode, but collapsed. And thanks to the expected massive flash, the orbital station did not notice that the module had
exploded. As a result of this, Clark became the first person to travel into space. Vision-stricken by Gretchen (Aditti), lonely, hibernating, and Ding on the ship's mast, having a horrific experience in the last months of the flight, Clark finally ended his journey. He saw a breathtaking panoramic view, despite the dark night, which made his journey to the 1st planet relatively short. Puzzled and depressed, Oriya accentuates his
strange look and walks around like in a dream, which Clarke doesn't remember. Luckily, Clark was able to convince Oriya that he would return and that their children would be unharmed. In Season 4 Episode 1, Clark (Chris Columbus) stands up for Gret and Mike at a Muse concert. She chides them for not knowing their fathers, which challenges gender stereotypes. During an interview with Mitch during Summer School, he
says he saw Dane Clark the same way he saw Steve. After Clarke wakes up from his father's death, he tries to search the planet Ori, where his son, Dane, should be like his father. When he finds Dane in a coma, Clarsen kicks him out of the garden, and Clarke makes it to his son's hideout in anger. He finds Dana behind a hiding place and cries over him, but convinces himself that Dana cannot be saved. Gret finally decided to
tell Dane that his father was dead. She also accuses Dane and Jim of lying to her. Jim records a message for Dane and also gives Gret the keys to the Timberlander ship and asks her to track the ship to make sure
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